ADULT SCORER GUIDELINES FOR 
12 – 17 (Including Incoming Seniors) YEAR OLD AGE DIVISIONS
WHEAT MONTANA JUNIOR TOUR EVENTS

First of all, let me say "Thank you" for helping with the tournament today.  All participating junior golfers are expected to have a grasp of the BASIC RULES of the game.  You are responsible for being a MARKER (scorer) today.  With that in mind, here are the expectations for play. 

1.  You will be responsible for keeping the score for each player in your group so, you should become familiar with each junior.

2.  Ages 12 – 13 - If a player has not reached the green in 10 strokes, INCLUDING PENALTY STROKES, have him/her pick up their ball and place it on the front of the green and continue to putt out.  Example - A player hits their 10th shot in the fairway, however it doesn’t reach the green, the player will pick up the ball and place the ball on the front of the green.  (The front of the green is where the middle of the fringe, apron, or fairway meets the green.  Player will place the ball within one foot of the front of the green.)  Player will now putt out, if a player has 5 putts they will receive a 15 on the hole.  Players using the 10 stroke rule ARE eligible to receive prizes!

3.  12 - 13 year old golfers will play a shortened junior course at ALL golf courses on the Wheat Montana Junior Tour.  Most events will be played from the red tees.  Golfers may use an optional caddie!

Ages 14 – 17 (Including Incoming Seniors) – Stroke Play – ALL SHOTS COUNT!  Play the ball as is, under ALL USGA Rules…If they receive a 2 on a hole, they receive a 2.  If a player has a bad hole and receives a 22, they receive a 22.  If a golfer continues to struggle and is causing pace of play issues, the director may inforce a pick up rule to keep pace of play at 4 hours for 18 holes.

4.  Try to keep the junior players MOVING and to play without DELAY.  Nine holes should be played in about 2 hours.  Keep your group on pace with the group ahead of you.  You may have to strongly encourage the juniors to get going.  A group out of position (a hole or more behind) MAY be given a 2 stroke penalty. (Director would place the group “on the clock.”)  As ALWAYS use POSITIVE encouragement to move the group.  

5.  BAD LANGUAGE and CLUB THROWING will NOT be tolerated and will result in a 2 stroke penalty.  (Enforced by director.)  If the actions continue, disqualification from the event or program may occur.  Catch this early, PLEASE!!!!!

6.  Make sure each junior REPLACES DIVOTS in the fairway and fixes BALL MARKS on the green.  

7.  If you have a problem where a rule is not clear, have the player play TWO balls to complete the hole.  Keep score for both balls & explain it to the RULES COMMITTEE upon completion of play.  

8.  NO CELL PHONES - The use of any communication devices by participants (i.e. cell phones, walkie-talkies, sky-caddies or headphones) during any golf tournament is prohibited. The timeframe is from being called to teeing off on the first designated hole until that player’s signed card is turned into the scoring table.  The penalty for the first infraction is the player(s) using such device(s) will incur a two stroke penalty. Any further infraction by the same player(s) will incur immediate disqualification from the tournament.

9. ELECTRONIC DEVICES - Players are allowed to use USGA-approved measuring devices during events. In using these devices, players can share distance information with fellow competitors without violating any USGA tournament rules. Sharing distance information is NOT considered giving advice. Legal measuring devices must be USGA-approved and only measure distance. The penalty for the first infraction is the player(s) using such device(s) will incur a two stroke penalty. Any further infraction by the same player(s) will incur immediate disqualification from the tournament.

